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INTRODUCTION 
One of the lines of development in algebraic geometry over the recent years 
has been a growing interest in problems of classification and enumeration in 
projective geometry. Frequently this trend has taken the form of renewed work 
on old and classical problems, using new and powerful techniques which are now 
available. 
For details and further comments on this, see for instance R. Hartshorne 
[6, 71, as well as S. Kleiman [16, 171. 
The present paper is a contribution to the enumerative theory of singularities 
of generic projections, that is to say, morphisms induced on the embedded, 
projective variety X C-t PkN by a generic projection from PkN. 
More precisely, let 2 > n = dim(X) and let L be a linear subspace in PkN in 
general position and of codimension I + 1. Letting 
pr,: PkN - L -+Pkz 
denote the corresponding projection, the fact that X n L = # gives that prr. 
induces a finite morphism 
cf:X-+Y 
where Y c--+ Pkz denotes the scheme-theoretic image of X under prL . 
Roughly speaking, a point x E X is a singularity for 91 if either v(x) is the 
image of more than one point of X, or if some tangent vector to X at x is mapped 
to zero by 9 (or rather, the map of tangent spaces induced by v). At any rate, the 
“size” of the singularities does in some sense measure how far v is from being 
an isomorphism, or equivalently how far prr. comes from inducing an embedding 
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X c--+ Pkr. This is reflected in the fact that our work here builds on two papers 
dealing with embedding-obstruction, namely [12] and [13]. 
Another path leading to the present work is represented by [30] and [33]: 
These two papers contain techniques of fundamental importance to our study 
of the singularities of y, particularly when it comes to analyzing phenomena of 
multiplicity and hence understanding the geometric content of the singularities 
under study. 
Inspired by the results of [ 121 among other things, but using methods different 
from ours, K. W. Johnson has given an elegant treatment of immersions of 
projective varieties with singularities (See [15].) Johnson was not aware of [13] 
when he did his work. 
Our subject goes back to F. Severi [35], where formulae of the same type of 
those in the first part of Theorem 3.3 are asserted. Similar assertions may be 
found in J. A. Todd [36]. M ore recently a number of authors have contributed 
to the literature, providing modern proofs of and extending the classical formulae 
and assertions (W. Fulton [4], A. Holme [lo-141, K. W. Johnson [15], D. Laksov 
[19-211, E. Lluis [23-251, C. A. M. Peters and J. Simonis [27], J. Roberts 
[28-331, I. Vainsencher [37]). F or a comprehensive survey of research in this 
area, see the recent paper of S. L. Kleiman [17]. 
After listing some elementary preliminaries in Section 0, we give some basic 
facts about secants in Section 1. This is all more or less well known, but as far as 
we know there is no good and reasonably modern reference available. It is 
planned to pursue some of the more interesting aspects of this material in [14]. 
Then in Section 2, we recall the definition and fundamental properties of a set of 
a set of projective invariants introduced in [ 131, and sharpen the tools developed 
in [13] somewhat. Furthermore, we also list and present the proofs of two 
auxiliary results which are needed later, namely Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. 
The first interprets the number m of points in which the generic secant to X 
meets X, and the second yields a criterion under which m == 2. Again, results of 
these types are well known and classical, but no good references seem to be 
available. 
In Section 3 we define the multiple and ramijied locus of v  as reduced sub- 
schemes, and the multiple and rami$ed cycles where the components may acquire 
multiplicities. We also define the pinch-locus and the pinch-cycle. Some authors 
refer to the multiple cycle and the multiple locus as the double point cycle and 
locus, respectively [17, 20, 211. For a generic projection we now compute the 
degrees of the multiple and the ramified cycles, Theorem 3.3. In this context 
we also give a simplification-at least formally-of the embedding-obstruction in 
[13, Theorem 3.51. This simplification has been noticed independently by 
K. Johnson [15] and D. Laksov [20]. W e ourselves made this observation as a 
result of questions asked by M. Dale, who proved it directly in special cases, and 
later made some interesting computations of this embedding-obstruction of 
special varieties using this, [2a]. 
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In Section 4, we turn to the question of when the irreducible components of 
the multiple cycle all occur with multiplicity 1. For this, we introduce the 
subscheme Set(v) of PkN x Ic PkN, mapped onto the multiple locus of v by pri . 
Theorem 4.1 gives, under certain conditions, a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for a point of Set(v) to be non-singular. Now Set(y) carries a cycle closely 
related to the multiple cycle, and in Corollary 4.4 we give a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for when the irreducible components of this cycle all occur with 
multiplicity 1. Enumerative consequences are drawn in the corollaries 5.5 and 
5.8, the latter being related to Theorem 3.5, of course. 
Finally, Section 6 contains a local study of the ramification scheme. If X is 
non-singular, then the cycle associated to the ramification scheme is the ramifica- 
tion cycle, by Corollary 6.10. But in general, this need not be the case. Moreover, 
the ramification scheme may be non-empty in general even if the ramification 
cycle is zero. Thus, while we obtain a rather complete description of the ramifi- 
cation cycle, the study of the ramification scheme, at least in the singular case, 
is of a more delicate nature. 
The projective invariants which we use here, were introduced in [13]. In the 
non-singular case, they are nothing but the degrees of the usual Segre-classes of 
X, with respect to the given projective embedding. Using the techniques of 
[2, 31, one may view them as “Segre-classes” in the singular case as well, see 
[ 151. This interpretation is immediate from the definitions. However, to compute 
these invariants in terms of classical ones, or invariants of the type considered in 
[8, 91 say, has so far met with little success. 
This research was done at the University of Bergen during the spring of 1976. 
The second-named author would like to thank the University of Minnesota 
for its support through a Single Quarter Leave, the University of Bergen and 
members of the Mathematics Institute for their hospitality, and the National 
Science Foundation. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
The purpose of this paragraph is to recall some basic definitions and facts, 
as well as to fix certain notations which are not standard in the literature. 
Letting X denote a reduced and irreducible projective variety over h(- h), 
embedded in PfiN by the embedding i: X c+ PkN, and x be a closed (i.e. 
a R-) point of X, we put 
and 
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These two affine schemes are referred to as the u&ze tangent cone of X at x 
and as the u@e Z&ski tangent space of X at x, respectively. Clearly there is a 
canonical closed embedding 
and this is an isomorphism if and only if X is smooth (regular in this case, 
k = k) at s. 
We denote the blowing-up of PklV with center x by n,: P,lv -+PJzN. Then 
there is a closed embedding j, and a morphism A, which is locally a product 
with PI,.1 (a PI-bundle) such that the two triangles in the following diagram 
commute: 
This diagram establishes a 1 - 1 correspondence between the h-points of 
Pk-* and those lines in P,cN which pass through x by 
Y i--t ~.d&cYY)). 
Furthermore, rz and & in the diagram (O.l), may be glued to the diagram 
(0.1) 
where rr is the blowing-up with center in the diagonal,fis the canonical morphism 
and X is a Pl-bundle: For all k-points x E Pk iv, the fibers above x of all schemes 
and morphisms in (0.1) yield a diagram 
BZ, = (pr2 c +(x) 2% T s = p;-“’ 
i 
11.r 
(P,N x li PI,N), = P,N 
which is in fact the left part of (O.l), . 
For an elementary and self-contained proof of these facts, see [12]. One can 
obtain a similar diagram for the blowing-up of a linear subspace of a P(E), see 
S. Kleiman-J. Landolfi [IS] and D. Laksov [19]. 
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Now let G be the strict transform of X x k X under the blowing-up r. 
Then r induces the blowing-up of X x k X with center at the diagonal Q,,, , 
Letting T(X) denote the exceptional divisor, we have the following commutative 
diagrams: 
T(X) c% P(Q:,,) e-t T 
\Lg lf 
x 6 P,N 
where LY, /I are the canonical closed embeddings induced by i, g is the canonical 
morphism of the projective bundle, and h is induced by rx. 
Now let x E X be a K-point. Letting ,T denote the strict transform of X under 
the blowing-up r5 , put 
Then it is easily seen that there are open, dense embeddings 
which makes the following diagram commutative: 
where z:x,z is induced by the closed embedding (Ye . A detailed verification of 
this may be found in [lo], starting on page 312. (The notations in [IO] are 
different from ours.) 
Moreover, the arguments given in [IO] show also that if I = I+(X) is the 
homogeneous ideal in K[X, ,..., XN] defining X, then TX,, is defined by the 
equations 
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where F runs through a homogeneous set of generators for X, so T,,, is the 
usual projective Zariski tangent space of X at x. SimilarIy C,,, is the projective 
tangent cone of X at x. 
Finally, if p: X--f Y is a morphism induced by a projection, 
pr: PTcN - L + P,‘Lf, 
where L is the (linear) center, then the morhisms induced byp, 
coincide with the ones induced by pr, 
c x.x - L - CY,s(a), Tx,z - L - TY,~G) 
when c~,~ is identified with ~X,a(cX,z), and t,,, with $x,z(tx,z). 
Let fx: T(9) + X be the morphism induced by f, and put 
S x,3. = TG,~(W)J). 
This is the so-called tangent star introduced by K. Johnson in [15]. One easily 
sees that 
Cx,, C Sxs C Tx.r 
with equality if and only if x is a non-singular point of X. 
The following observation is immediate: 
LEMMA 0.1. T(X) is the scheme-theoretic intersection of T and XTY. 
We recall from [12, 131 that Sb(X, ‘) ’ d fi d I is e ne as X(z), and that the 
morphism induced by f, 
sx: Sb(X, i) + X, 
is referred to as the secant bundZe of the embedded variety X. i is deleted when no 
confusion is possible. Also recall from [12, 131 that 
pr,(+l(Sb(X)))) = Sec(X, i) 
is the closure of the union of all lines in PkN with two or more points in common 
with -X;, and that we let 
S(X, i) = rr(/\-r(Sb(X))). 
Moreover, we let 
-w, i) = 4-1(P(f&k))), z(X, i) = r(X-l( T(X))). 
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and note [13, Proposition 5.31 that 
PrrMX, i)) 
is the union of all Zariski tangent spaces at closed points of X in P.V. Finally, we 
let 
&(X, ;> = +-‘(P,)), 
where P, ,..., P, are the irreducible components of P(L&,,). 
S(X, z) is a subvariety of PkN x R PLN, 2(X, i) and z(X, z) just subschemes. A 
typical K-point of S(X, ) i is a pair (P, x), where x E X and P E P,l” is a point on a 
secant to X through x. Similarly a typical K-point of 2(X-, z) is of the form 
(Q, x), where x E X and Q E Txs, . 
Finally we take this opportunity to point out the following misprints and 
errors in [I3]. 
Page 158: last line should be removed. 
Page 159: lines 1-14 should be removed. 
Page 166: line 10: P(L$,& should be P. 
Page 166, last two lines should read: 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 11 .l.l in [lo]. A slight modification of that 
argument yields the more general result of the present lemma. 
Page 167: lines I-10 should be removed. 
Page 167: line 16 should read: 
Page 167: line 7 from below: yz , yr+r ,... should be boldface. 
Page 172: line 11: ?/j-(N-p,) should be 3/a,i-(N-,,,) . 
Page 177: line 7: == should be I = 
Page 179, line 7: s + p - nshouldbesfp--+ 1. 
Page181,line8frombelow:p--+tsf?ououidbep---+++l. 
1. A STRATIFICATION OF THE SECANT STRUCTURE 
In the discussion of the secant structure of the embedded variety X, one 
encounters the stratification given by the multiplicity of a secant: trisecants, 
4-secants etc. This will be studied more closely (and more generally) in a forth- 
coming paper [14], but some basic tools associated with the secant-stratification 
of X will be needed in this paper and are therefore presented ad hoc below. 
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Let G( 1, N) denote the grassmanian which parametrizes Pi’s inPkN. Moreover, 
let 
TCPkN xk G(l, N) 
be the incidence correspondence, i.e. 
where L(Z) denotes the line in PkN which corresponds to the point 1 E G(l, N). 
Finally put T(X) = prT’(X) n T, where as usual the intersection is the scheme- 
theoretic one. Let 
p: T(X) --j G(l, N) 
denote the morphism induced by the second projection. 
We fix this situation throughout Section I. We have the 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. Let 1 E G( 1, N) correspond to the line L C PkN. Then the 
scheme p-l(Z) is isomorphic to the scheme-theoretic intersection L n X. 
Proof. The canonical embedding 
l-c-+ PkN xk G(1, N) 
induces above 1 
Fl c+ PkN Xl{Zj, 
pri induces an isomorphism 
ri: P,N x k (I) -“, PkN 
under which the closed subscheme Z’r is identified with L. Letting n denote 
scheme-theoretic intersection, we have 
([x xk G(l, N)] n ZJ, = [X xii G(1, N)]r n r, = (X xk{Z)) n T,. 
q induces an isomorphism 
5=,: (A7 x Ic (1;) n Tl -5 X n L, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 1.1. 
Now clearly dim p-l(Z) 3 1 if and only if L(Z) C X, and in this case p-l(Z) = 
L(Z). By Chevalley’s semi-continuity theorem (EGA IV ThCoreme (13.1.3)), 
F = {Y E r(X) I dim,(p-Yp(y))) > 11 
is closed. Hence, since p is proper, so is p(F). But 
p(F) =(t~G(l, N)IL(Z)CX) 
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by the above. We put 
L(X) = PwfN, L&q = P(F), 
L,(X) = L(X) -L,(X). 
We have F = p-I( p(F)). p induces the morphism 
P: qx> - p-yL(x)) + L,(X) 
and for all I E L,(X), 
p(E) = p-‘(Z). 
Put 
Lf,A(X) = {I EL,(X) / length (p-l(Z)) > A}. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. L,,,(X) is a cZosed subset ofL,(X). 
Proof. Let ZO $L,,,(X), i.e. length (p-l(Z,)) = Y < h. We show that there 
exists an open affine neighbourhood of I,, in L,(X) which does not meet L1,,(X). 
So let U = Spec(A) b e any open, affine neighbourhood of ZO in L,(X). Since jY is 
quasi-finite and proper, it is finite, EGA III 4.4.2. Thus p-‘( U) = Spec(B), and 
the canonical ring-homomorphism A + B induced by p makes B to a finite 
A-module. Let s be the prime ideal in A which corresponds to I,, . Then 
B*@.4p&%) = B&JB, is an r-dimensional vectorspace over A,/QA, , where 
r < A. Let /3i ,..., /I,. be elements of B, such that the images modulo pB, form a 
base. We have fli = bi/ai , i = 1 ,..., r,wherebiEBandaiEA-q.Le;a=ZIa,, 
1 < i < r. Replacing B by B, and A by A, , we may thus assume that all ai are 1. 
Let B be generated as an A-module by the elements c, ,..., c, . Then in B, we have 
yi,j = gi,j/ai,j where g,,j E A, ai,j E A - 9. Put a’ = 17aiFj where 1 < i < Y, 
1 <j < s. Then D(a’) 3 I,, , and for all 2 E D(a’) we have 
length(p-l(Z)) < r < I\. 
This completes the proof. 
We now put 
L@> = L(X) u L,*,m, 
which is a closed subset of L(X) for all j. 
If the line L(Z) which corresponds to the point Z E G(l, N) meets X in the 
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points x1 ,..., x, , then p-‘(Z) = {xl ,..., xl.] as point-sets by Proposition 1.1. Let 
Xi denote the open subscheme induced by p-l(Z) on (xi>, and put 
m,((X, 1) = nzJX, L(Z)) = length(X,), 
VZ(X, 1) = m(X, L(Z)) = length(X n L(Z)) 
If  L(Z) c X, and x EL(Z), we put m,(X, I) = co. 
m,JX, I) is referred to as the multiplicity with which the lineL(Z) meets X at x. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let L be the line which corresponds to the point ZE L(X). 
Then m,(X, Z) > 1 if and only ifL C T,,, . 
Proof. After a change of coordinate system we may assume that 
x = (1: 0: “‘: 0) 
L = ((24: ZI: 0: “‘: 0) 1 u, Z’E h). 
Putting ti = X,/X,, , the coordinate ring of X n 0+(X0) is 
Let Lin(1) be the ideal generated by the linear forms of all elements of I. 
We have 
Tx,n: n D+(X,) = V(Lin(1)). 
We also note the isomorphisms 
0 Xf-JL,x = w(t, >.‘.f &v)4k1.....Ehr) 
= 4~11 k,)!4WIl (El) > 
where I, = (f(el, O,..., 0) /f  ~1). Thus, m,(,Y, E) > I if and only if [I occurs 
in the linear form of no element of I. Equivalently, m,(X, I) > 1 if and only if 
Lin(I) C (ta ,..., tN)k[[r ,..., EN]. This proves the claim. 
Now let D denote the closed subset of P,” x k PfcN x k G(l, N) whose 
k-points are 
Define 
{(x, y, I) / x, y  E L(Z), the line corresponding to 1.1 
Rj(X, i) = pr,,(D n pr&f( p-l(L,;(X)))), 
which is a closed subset of PkN x k PkN for all j. pra: P,;“’ x Tz PJcN + PkN induces 
morphisms 
pj: R,(X, i) - A- 
607/33/3-z 
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for all j and 
Y: S(X, i) -+ x. 
Clearly R,+r(X, i) is a closed subset of $(X, i), and p3 induces pj+r . We are 
now ready to state the 
THEOREM 1.4. Let x E X. Then the k-points of the fiber p;‘(x) consist of all 
(P, x) where P is on a line L through x which meets X in at least j points, counted 
with ntukiplicity. 
Moreover, we have S(X, i) C R,(X, i) and 
S(X & = R&K i>% 
for all non-singular points x E X. 
Proof. We have the situation 
D n pr;.( p-l(L,(X))) C--+ PkN x le Pp x k G( 1, N) 
-1 Of 
XC 




x(x> x,G(~,N)+P,~ xKG(l,N) 
1 1 
R@, % r RN xk (4 
r 
prl l PJJ 
Here E, and F13 are the morphisms induced by the projections. 
-Now 
P-V,Wz = {(XJ 1) 1 
1 corresponds to a line through x which meets X 
in at least j points, counting multiplicity 19 
and hence 
PGY P%%(X)>z) = 
i I 
1 corresponds to a line through x 
(Y, x, 1) which meets X in at leastj points, . 
counting multiplicity i 
Thus 
1 corresponds to a line through x 
D, n pr$r(pl(Lj(X)),) = 
/ 1 
(y, x, Z) and y  which meets X in at least j 
points, counting multiplicity i 
and the first part of the claim is immediate. 
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To show the last part of the claim, we need the following obvious lemma: 
LEMMA 1.4.1. Let s E X and let L be a line thorugh x. Viewing (x, L) as a 
point of T, , the folloling tzuo conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f ,  C S,, , 
(ii) (x, L) l T(X), . 
I f  now (y, x) E S(-Y, i), then there is a secant line L to ,k through s which 
contains y. More precisely, either L meets X in a point z f  x or (x, L) E T(X),. , 
i.e. L C S,Y,, (Lemma 1.4.1). In both cases m(X, L) 3 2, see Proposition 1.3. 
Hence L corresponds to a point in L,(X), so (y, x) E R,(X, i). 
Conversely, let x be a non-singular point of X. If  (y, x) E R,(,Y, i)r and 
(y, x, 2) is a point in D n pr;i( p-l(L,(X)))) above (y, x), then the line L which * 
corresponds to 1 has the property 
m(S, L) 3 2. 
I f  now X n L set-theoretically consists of a single point x, then II~JS, L) > I, 
hence L C T.Y,x by Proposition 1.3. By the lemma, (x, L) E T(X), in this case, 
and thus (~1, ,x) E S(X, i)% . On the other hand, if X n L contains more than one 
point, then L is a non-degenerate secant to X and again (y, x) E S(S, i). 
COROLLARY 1.4.2. S(X, i) is an irreducible component of R,(S, i). I f  S I:F 
non-singular it is the only irreducible component. 
Proof. One has the diagram 
S(X, i) - R,(X, i) 
Letting U denote the open dense subset of the non-singular points of X, we 
have by the theorem 
r-y U) CL p,‘(F). 
Since S(X, ;) is irreducible, the claim follows. 
We put 
S,(X, i) = S(X, i) n R,(X, i), 
for all j = 2, 3 ,... . In particular, S,(X, i) = S(X, i). 
Let 
A: .m ---f Sb(X, i) 
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be the morphism induced by A. Then we get, in a similar way to what has been 
carried out in the proof of Proposition 1.2, that 
{z E X= 1 length(kl(X(z))) > j> 
is a closed subset. (The left hand side may be infinite.) The image of this subset 
under x is denoted by Sb,(X, i). 
Let m be the largest number such that 
P-lPm(xNv = P(MW), 
where CT C X denotes the open set of smooth points. We then say that the 
generic secant meets X m times. 
Whenever we use this terminology, it is assumed that X is not a linear subspace 
of PliN. 
The following fact about the stratification of the secant structure is needed 
later (for simplicity we delete i): 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If  the generic secant meets X m times, then 
and 
Sb,-r(X) = Sb(X), Sb,(X) # Sb(X) (1.5.1) 
S,(X) = S(X), S,+,(X) # S(X) (1.5.2) 
Proof. To show the first part of (1.5.1), we prove that for all 6 E Sb(X), 
length(kr(b)) > m - I. 
For this we may assume that s,(b) = x E U and that b $ T(X). 
Letting nz and A, be the morphisms induced over x, 
and letting A, be the morphism induced by A, 
we have 
A,: (X=).--f Sb(X), , 
i;l(b) = X-‘(b). 
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Now 7~~ induces an isomorphism 
;\,‘(b) - n,l(x) gg n,.(X,l(b)) - (x] = 7;,7(h;1(b)) f-l x - p’:, 
i.e., if L denotes the secant which corresponds to b, then 
Since m,(L, S) = 1 as L $ T,.,, , we thus have 
length(X;‘(b) - nJl(‘~i)) 3 m - I. 
Now recall that h induces an isomorphism 
Furthermore, 
and hence 
&(Ox) -2 T(X). 
&l(b) - n,‘(x) = i-;-l(b) - ~&4x) 
h,‘(b) n n,‘(x) = a 
since by assumption b # T(X). Therefore we have shown that 
length(j\-l(b)) 3 m - 1. 
In fact, the argument above shows that if b E Sb(X) - T(S) and L denotes 
the secant which corresponds to 6, then 
length(X-l(b)) = m(X, L) - 1, 
provided that x = sg(b) is non-singular. 
To show that Sb,(S) f  Sb(X), let z E X be a non-singular point such that 
P-‘(L~+1(-~))z f  P-‘(L,l(w, = P-%(x-)), 
Since z is non-singular, the lines L(1) w ic h’ h correspond to points 1 E p-‘(L,(X)), C 
G( 1, N) are precisely the secants which pass through z. The union of these 
lines is equal to 
~,(C(~,(~))) = Set,(X), 
which is an irreducible set of dimension n + 1, (n = dim(X)). The union of all 
L(E) as I runs through p-l(L,,l(X))z is a proper, closed subset of Set,(X), and is 
therefore of dimension ,( n. Now choose a secant L through B not contained in 
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this set and not contained in TX,* . Letting b E Sb(X)z be the point which 
corresponds to L, we get 
length(X-l(6)) = m(X, L) - 1 = nz - 1, 
so b $ Sb,,(X). This completes the proof of (1.5.1). 
For (1.5.2), note that by the definition of Rj(-Y) together with Theorem 1.4, 
R&Q, = R&Q = S(AJ, 
so R,(X)2 S(X), thus S,(X) = S(X). The last part of the claim is seen by 
taking x and L as above. Then it is clear that L x {x} C S(X), while I, x (2) g 
s?n+l(4~ 
2. PROJECTIVE INVARIANTS 
In this paragraph we shall briefly recall the definition and fundamental 
properties of a set of projective invariants introduced by one of the authors in 
[13]. For proofs and more details, we refer to that paper. 
We also prove some further facts about these invariants, which will be needed 
later. 
With notation as in Section 0, let P, ,..., P, denote the irreducible components 
of P(Qi,,), and let p,, ,..., p,. be their dimensions. 
Letting h E A(PkN) be the class of a hyperplane, we have 
R(P,N x k P,N) = Z[s, t] 
where s = prf(h), t = pr.$(h). Moreover, .4(T) = Z[T, 51 where T = f*(k) and 
‘p+(N+ l)@-‘+ a** + (“i lpp+ ... + (Nf I)? = 0. 
Now write 
where the coefficient e is an integer. For j > N, let F~,~ = 0. Similarly we have 
f*(cl,( T(X)) 6”) = eN--2n+l+ahNp2n+1i-@ 
as T(X) is of pure codimension 1. Again ej = 0 for j > N. We have the following, 
see [ 13, Propositions 1.4 and 1.61: 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. c~,~-,,+~ = 0, respectively eNP2n+liR = 0 unless 
respectively 
pa >, B > pa - ‘1, 
2n- I >j? an- 1. 
We are thus led to the following (cf. [13, Definitions 1.5 and 1.71): 
DEFINITION 2.2. qa,,(X, i) = Ze,N-n+s, respectively ps(X, i) = eNPn+$ for all 
a = o,..., Y and all s = O,..., n. 
The significance of this set of invariants is that they generalize the degrees of 
the Segre-classes of X to the case when X has singularities. 
The definitions of p,(X, i) and q,(X, ) i are suggested by the computations 
carried out in [12], when one attempts to generalize the results of that paper to 
the singular case. Thus, the embedding-obstruction of [13] is given in terms of 
these invariants. 
Embedding P,” into a higher- dimensional projective space as a linear subspace, 
if necessary, we may assume that 
N>2n+ I,A->p,. 
By Corollary 3.2 in [13] this does not change the invariants of X. Furthermore, 
assume from now on that X is not a linear subspace of PRN. Then we know 
[13, Corollary 4.4.11 that K(X x Ic X) is a finite field-extension of K(Sb(X)). Put 
v(S, i) = [h(G) : @b(X))]. 
We are now ready to state the following proposition, which plays a key role in 
our argument: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Letting cl denote the rational equivalence class iu 
A(PkN X k PkN), we have 
cl(S(X, i)) = z blsN-1-ztz+N-2n 
I=78 
where 
v(X, i) b, = deg(X)2 - 1:: tl LL f_ j) PAX, i). (2.3.1) 
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Moreover, for a = O,..., r weget 
where 
(2.3.2) 
Proof. The claim follows easily from the proof of Proposition 6.8 in [13], 
with some additional observations. 
First of all, the reader is reminded of the misprints listed at the end of Section 0 
in the present paper. More importantly, however, we remark that since 
is an isomorphism off the diagonal, the two morphisms 
A-r(Sb(X, i)) + S(X, i) 
F(P,) --t 2,(X, i) 
are birational. For the last morphism this is used without mention in the proof 
referred to above, while the proof fails to take advantage of the fact that the 
first morphism above is birational. Consequently, the number E defined on the 
middle of page 173 in [13] is always equal to 1. 
This being so, a combination of (6.8.5), Lemma 6.87 and the definition of 
yI on page 167 in [13] yields that 
where 
cl(S(X, i)) = 5 Bp--2+-1-Q~, 
l=N--12 
for all N - n < h < N. (The y’s have the same, but the 6’s have different, 
meanings here and in [13]. v(X, ‘) . d z IS enoted by 6(X, i) in [13].) Letting h = 
l+N-2nonegets 
where 
cl(S(X, i)) = F blSN-l--ltz+N--Zn 
Z=?L 
4% 4 6, = 4% i> Bz+w,, , 
from which (2.3.1) follows at once. 
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SimiIarIy, we combine the expression 
on the top of page 172 in [13] with Lemma 6.8.15 in the same paper which (after 
correction of the misprint and deleting 01 for simplicity) asserts that 
t 0 otherwise 
Thus ,&+N--i, = 0 unless 0 < I + n - p < n i.e. p - n < I < p. Moreover, 
Hence letting 1 = I + N - p we get 
cl(Z,(X, i)) = i ~I+N-~sN-l--ltz’~N~~~, 
Lp-n 
and the final part of the claim follows. 
The next proposition gives the geometric meaning of the number v(X, i) 
above: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let m denote the number of points in which ageneric secant to 
X meets X. Then 
1(X, i) z= m  - 1. 
Moreover, A: X x li X -+ Sb(X) is generically unvamified. 
Proof. Let 
U = Sb(X) - T(X), 
which is a dense open subset of Sb(X). F or all b E U, rx induces a I - 1 corre- 
spondence between x-l(b) and the set 
x E X, s,(b) # x and x is on the secant to 
X which corresponds to b. I 
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Further, by Proposition 1.5 the set 
U’ = U - Sb,(X) 
is also a dense open subset of Sib(X), and the morphism induced by 1, 
A’: x-y U’) + U’ 
is quasi-finite and proper, hence (EGA III 4.4.2) finite. 
Let 6, E U’ be the generic point. Then 
length(X-r(Q) = m - 1. 
I f  V = Spec(A) is an open affine subscheme of U’, and x-l(V) = A’-l(V) = 
Spec(B) then the canonical A + B is injective and makes B to a finite A-module. 
Letting S = A - {0), S-lB = h(X ): p -U) is of rank m - 1 over S-lA = 
k(Sb(X)), i.e. 
[k(Xx) : k(Sb(X))] = m - 1. 
It remains to show that ,? is generically unramified. For this, let 
v  = ((x1 ) XP) E x x P x’ I x2 $ TX,,,). 
LEMMA 2.4.1. V is a dense open subset of X x ,< X. 
The proof of this lemma is elementary, and will be omitted here. 
We now show that 
LEMMA 2.4.2. The morphism A is unramijied in r;*(V). 
Proof. It suffices to check the claim for k-points. So let b E ril( V) be a 
k-point, and put 
Now 
a = X(b), rg(b) = (x1 , +) E X x h X. 
7-(h-l(a)) = L x (x2} 
whereL is the line through x2 which corresponds to a. The diagram (0.1) induces 
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Here ~E(‘IT)~ is an isomorphism since (m, , .q) is off the diagonal. To show that x 
is unramified at 6, we have to show that 
tXXpX,b n Ker(d(A),) = {o: 
i.e., as Ker(d(X),) is of dimension 1, that 
fXXI.X.0 P KerW),) 
Now since X collapses F(a) to a point, 
K4w)J = f,,-qa).b 
Moreover, the isomorphism d(r), maps t,-I(,),, onto tL,~~,2),(m,,z,) which is 
mapped onto tL+ @ (0) by th e isomorphism p. Finally, tEx,b -is mapped 
isomorphically onto tEX,(z,r5,) by do , and further onto tX,r, @ t,y,r2 by 9). 
Thus we have that 
if and only if 
tXX,X.b 2 JWW,) 
tx.z, 2 tL.q 
which again holds if and only if 
T x.r, 2 TL,~, = = 
i.e. if and only if xa E T, r . 
This completes the proif. 
I f  X is a hypersurface in some linear subspace of PliN, then clearly nz = deg(X), 
so 
v(X, i) = deg(,Y) - 1. 
On the other hand, if X is not a hypersurface in the above sense, then it has been 
well-known for some time that v(X, i) = 1 - provided that the singularities of 
X are not too bad. Below we give a fairly general result of this nature, due to 
J. Roberts [28, Section 3.2, Lemma 2, p. 45, corollary, p. 471: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be an n-dimensional projective subvariety of PkN which 
is not contained in an n + l-dimensional linear subspace of PkN. Assume that the 
intersection of X with a generic N - n + l-dimensional subspace is a non-strange 
curve. Then v(X, i) = 1. 
Remark 2.5.1. A curve is said to be strange if it is not a line, but all its 
tangents pass through a fixed point. 
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Such curves were studied by E. Lluis in [24, 251. We return to some of his 
results below. 
Proof. We first list an elementary but quite useful lemma due to Lluis. (See 
[24, Lema 1, Corolario 11.) 
LEMMA 2.5.2. Assume that the subvariety X of PkN has the following property: 
For a generic hyperplane L of P,“, X n L is contained in a linear subspace of P,” 
of dimension q. Then X is contained in a linear subspace of PkN of dimension q A- I. 
In order to prove the theorem, it now suffices to show the following 
LEMMA 2.5.3. Suppose that the n-dimensional subvariety X of P,” is such that 
the intersection with a generic P1v-n-+l in PkN ts non-strange. Theta, if v(X, i) > 1, 
X is contained in an n + l-dimensional linear subspace of PkN. 
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that the intersection of X with a 
generic P~~~~-il intersects X in a plane curve. 
Indeed, one then applies Lemma 2.5.2. to the intersection of X with a generic 
PN-ni-2 N with q = 2, to show that X n P ~ n+2 is contained in a 3-dimensional 
linear kbspace, then applies it to the intersection of X with a generic plV+;-3, 
with q = 3, to show that X n pV--n+3, with q = 3, to show that X n Pv-7Lt3 is 
contained in a 4-dimensional linear subspace, etc. 
I f  v(~Y, i) > 1, i.e. the generic secant meets S m > 2 times, then by Proposi- 
tion 1.5 length (X n L) > 2 for all secants L of X. Hence the proof is complete 
once we show the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.5.4. Let X be a reduced and irreducible curve in PkiV such that 
every secant meets it more than twice. Then the curve is either strange OY plane. 
Proof. We exclude the trivial case when X is a line. The assumption of the 
proposition means that if L is any secant to X, then length (X n L) > 2. This 
condition holds if L meets X in at least 3 distinct points, but the converse is 
not true in general. 
However, the general secant meets X in at least 3 distinct points. In fact, with 
notation as in Lemma 2.4.2, let F = c - r;‘(V). Then l(F) is a proper 
closed subset of Sb(AY); put U = Sb(X) - x(F). Then x is unramified over U 
so in particular if b E U is a closed point, then X-l(b) contains exactly m - 1 
points. Hence all secants which correspond to a point U of meet X in at least 3 
distinct points, see the argument in the proof of Proposition 1.5. 
We claim that if x # y  are closed points of X, then T,,, n T,,, # 0. 
Let X0 be the smooth locus of X, and let 2 = ((x, y, z) E X0 x k X0 x I; X,, ) s, y, 
and z are distinct and collinear}. Since the general secant is triple, there is an 
irreducible component 2, of 2 such that dim(&) = 2. Let pa: 2, - X0 send 
(x, y, z?) + 2. 
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Let z EP.JZJ and let rirz: X0 - {x)- + X’ C Pf-’ be projection from z, 
where X’ is an integral curve. Then r*(x) = am for all (x, y, x) ~p;l(a), 
since x, y, and z are collinear. Moreover, TX,, n TX,, + F for all except 
finitely many points (x, y, z) E&(Z). Indeed, if X’ is smooth at u’ = .irz(x) = 
V;(T), then r,(TSy,J and v,( TX,,) are linear subspaces of the line T.Y,,2a , so that 
T X,e and TX,, both lie in the plane r;‘( T ,r,,ia). On the other hand,&(z) is of pure 
dimension 1, and the condition TX,, n Tx,y f  17 is a closed condition. Thus 
TX,, n T.y,l, :r c holds for every (x, y, z) E&(Z) and therefore for every 
(x, F, 2) e Z1 since u” was an arbitrary point of p,(Z1). Let pl?: 2, --f S X1: S 
send (x, J’, z) -+ (x., y). Since pls is finite-to-one and dim(Z,) == 2, it follows 
that T,y,J n T,.,, # cf for all (s, y) E S :<k S - d. This proves the claim. 
The conclusion of the lemma follows easily from the claim. In fact, let x0 
and y,) be smooth points of X such that T.y 2: and T.y,?, span a plane r and meet 
in a point :,, . Since every tangent line at a imooth point must meet both T,y s 
and T,. ,, 0 and S is irreducible, it follows that X C T or else I^” E 7:r + for eve;; 
XEX. 
This completes the proof of the lemma, hence of Proposition 2.5.4, hence of 
Theorem 2.5. 
The real interest of Theorem 2.5 is contained in the two corollaries stated 
below. 
For the second corollary we need the following general version of Bertini’s 
seco& ~lzeore~l. which holds for any characteristic. The theorem is due to 
Y. Kakai [26]. 
THEORERI 2.6. The singularities of the generic hyperplane section of the 
subscheme S of Pk.” are singularities of S. 
We now get the following two corollaries of Theorem 2.5: 
COROLLARY 2.7. If the base-jield k is of characteristic zero, and S is uot 
contained in an n +- I -dimensional linear su&pace, then v(A~, i) -: I . 
Proqf. It is well known and easily proved that there are no irreducible 
strange curves in characteristic zero. 
C'OROLLARY 2.8. If S is non-singular in codimension I and not contained in an 
n -2. I -dimensional linear subspace, then v(ll; i) = I. 
Proof. The dimension of the singular locus is at most n - 2. Hence using 
Bertini-Kakai’s Theorem 2.6, together with Bertini’s first theorem, we conclude 
that the intersection of X with a generic P N-nf1 is a non-singular, reduced and 
irreducible curve. We have to show that it is not strange. 
This follows by a theorem of E. Lluis, [25]: 
THEOREM 2.9. The only strange, non-singular curves occur in characteristic 2, 
and are ronics. 
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Thus if there exists a Pv--n+r which cuts X (scheme-theoretically) in a reduced 
and irreducible non-singular strange curve, then X is of degree 2. Hence the 
intersection with a generic PN-n+l . IS a curve of degree 2, hence plane curve. As 
above, we conclude that X is contained in some P”+r. This completes the proof 
of Corollary 2.8. 
Remark 2.10. Our proof of the ‘trisecant lemma” (proposition 2.5.4) is 
similar to the proof given in Section 3.2 of [2&l. That proof represents an attempt 
to understand some of the proofs in the classical literature. (See, for example, 
p. 289 of Vol. 2 of the book of Enriques and Chisini [?b].) A proof that is slightly 
different from ours was given by D. Laksov, and a proof based on still different 
ideas was given by E. Lluis [24, Lema 21. An interesting proof for the case k = C 
can be found in [25a, 7B]. 
3. THE RAMIFIED AND THE MULTIPLE Locus 
In this paragraph we study the multiple and the ramified locus of a morhism 
cp: x-+ X’ 
induced by a projection on the singular, projective variety S, embedded by 
i: X 4 Ps”. 
We shall mainly be concerned with the underlying reduced scheme-structures 
of these loci, but will discuss nilpotency to some extent. 
DEFINITION. The ram$ed locus Ram(v) of v  is the support of Szi,,, with 
reduced scheme-structure. The reduced mbscheme cp(Ram(rp)) of X’ zG:ifl be denoted 
by Pinch(y) and referred to as the pinch-locus of qx 
Moreover, let 
Mult,,(y) = qa(X :<x’S - A,,,,) 
where q2 is the projection onto the second factor, and the image is the (closed) 
scheme-theoretic one. Finally, we define 
MuIt(y) = Mult,(v) u Ram(v). 
This last subscheme will be referred to as the muEtiple locus of v. 
Now assume that v  is induced by the projection with center at the linear 
N - m - l-space L, 
prL: Pr” - I, --f Pkm. 
We assume throughout that v  is a finite morphism, i.e. that L n X :_- ia. We 
now have the following: 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. -4s point sets one gets 
and 
Ram(p) = pra(pryl(L) n Z(S, i)) 
Mult(v) = pra(pr;l(L) n S(X, i)) u Ram(F). 
PYOO~. To show the first equality, we need the following lemma, which is 
proven in [ 13, pp. 169-1701 as the last part of the proof of Theorem 6.5. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. The morphism p, above is ramified at the k-point x E X if a?ld 
only if 
T,,,nL # 8. 
One now observes (see Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.3.2 in [13]) that ifp, and 
p, denote the morphisms induced by the projections, then we obtain a diagram 
where 
for all k-points x E X. In particular, 
P,(Pl’(x)) = TX,, . 
Thus TX,+ n L # B if and only if 
x E p,( p;‘(L)) = prJpr;l(L) n z(Z i)). 
To show the second equality, it suffices to prove that 
Mult,(~) C pra(pr;l(L) n S(X, i)) C Rlult(F) (3.1.2) 
For the first inclusion, it is enough to show that the set-theoretic image 
P@- x YX - Ax/Y) is contained in the middle subscheme above. So let 
x E q&Y x y-x- - A,,,,), and let z = (y, x) E X x x,X - A,!,, be a point 
above it. Then 
X,YEX, x “y and 944 = dY)* 
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Thus the line I in PkN joining x and y  is a secant of X. Let z E Sb(X) denote the 
point which corresponds to 1, i.e. 
z z h(Tr-,l(z)). 
Now prl(n(h-r(Z))) = I, see Section 0, diagrams (O.l), and (0.1). Further, since 
v(x) = p(y) we have I n L # 0, so 
Thus 
prr(n(h-l(2))) n L # ca. 
and since 
and moreover 
we conclude that 
n(AV(%)) n pry’(L) # 0, 
pr,(7$k1(Z)) = x 
7r(kl(z)) c S(X, i) 
as claimed. 
.r E pr.Jpr;‘(L) n W, i)), 
To show the other inclusion, let x E pr,(pr;‘(L) n S(X, i)). Choose a point 
e E p’;‘(L) n S(X, i) above x, a point 4 E A-‘(Sb(X)) above E, and let z = A($). 
I f  now %I$ T(X), then the secant line of X which corresponds to s meets X at 
some pointy # x, and this secant also meets L since E E pr;‘(L). Thus 
Hence 
z = (y, x) E X x.,X - A,,,, . 
x E Mult,(q) 
in this case. If  on the other hand 2 E T(X), then z E kr(T(X)) C A-l(P(Qi,,)). 
Thus f  E r(kl(P(Q:,,))) = 2(X, i), i.e. 
( E pr;l(L) n 2(X, i), 
from which it follows that 
x E pr2(pry1(L) n 2(X, i)) 
and thus by the first part of the proposition, 
x E Ram(v). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
For a generic projection the description of the multiple locus is simpler, and 
if in addition the variety is non-singular, then it is further simplied. 
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For this we recall the notation 
and obtain the 
qx, i) = 7r(h-l( T(X))), 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that the following intexections are proper: 
Then 
pr;l(L) n Z(X, i). (3.2.1) 
Mult,(v) = pra(pr;l(L) n S(X, i)), 
and if in addition X is non-singular, then 
M&,,(p) = Mult(9). 
Proof. In general, we have that 
pr,(pr;‘(L) n S(X, i)) 2 Mult,(v) 1 pra(pr;l(L) n (S(X, i) - z(X, i))). (3.2.2) 
In fact, the first inclusion is part of (3.1.2), while the second inclusion is 
established by the first part of the proof of the second inclusion in (3.1.2): 
Let s E pr,(pr;‘(L) n (S(X, i) - 2(X, i))), and choose f  E pry’(L) n (S(X, i) - 
z(X, i)) above x. Let 5 E A-‘(Sb(X) - T(,Y)) be a point above E, so z = 
A(<) $ T(X). Now one concludes that x E MuIt, as in the proof of (3.1.2). 
I f  (3.2.1) is a proper intersection, then the subset to the right in (3.2.2) is 
dense in MuIt,( thus the first inclusion of (3.2.2) is an equality. 
Now suppose that X is non-singular. Then 
Z(X, i) = 2(X, i) 
and thus by Proposition 3.1 Ram(p) Z Mult,(y), so Mult,(F) = MuIt( 
Remark. It is easily seen that the above conditions hold for generic L, see 
[12, Lemma 1.2 and the proof of Lemma 7.21. 
With justification in the above, we now make the following definitions of the 
multiple cycle, the ramification-cycle and the pinch-cycle respectively, of the 
morphism y  induced by a projection 
where m >, n: 
Multcyc(v) = pr,,(pr,*(L) . S(X, i)) 
Ramcyc(v) = p4pr?(L) . ( zl -K&F 9) 
Pinchcyc(v) = v,(Ramcyc(q)). 
60713313-3 
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Remark. If  pl is induced by a generic projection, then the support of Multcyc(v) 
is Mult,(p). In fact, letting 
p: prrr(L) n S(X, i) ---f MuIt, 
be the morphism induced by pra , we have to show that p is finite. Since the 
morphism is proper, it suffices to show that it is quasi-finite, EGA III, 4.4.2. 
For this it suffices to show that p-l(x) is finite for all k-points x E Mult,(p), 
see EGA III 4.4.1. Now 
p-w = ((P, 4 I 3 a secant to X through x which meets L in P.> 
and since v  is a finite morphism there is only a finite number of such secants. 
Thus the claim follows. 
On the other hand, it is not true in general that the support of Ramcyc(v) is 
the ramification locus. The support is contained in the locus, but pra* can send 
an irreducible component to zero, thereby causing the support to be “too small”. 
As an example, the situation considered in Remark 6.7 is appropriate. In 
fact, Ram(p) # D but Ramcyc( p) = 0. 
In the following, we find it convenient to introduce the cycle 
Ramcyc,(v) = p-,&r:(L) * -L(X, 4). 
We now have the 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that Multcyc(v) and Ramcyc,(v) are dejined. Then 
their degrees are, respectively 
if m 3 2n + 1 
/ ) i 
PAX, 9 for m < 2n 
and 
Proof. We have (cf. Proposition 2.3.). 
cl(S(X, i)) = F b$--l-V+N--an 
z=n 
cl(pr:(L)) = s”+l 
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and thus 
cl(pr,*(L) . s&Y, ;)) = E brSNmL+V+N--$n 
1=n 








cl(pra,(prT(L) . S(X, i))) = ~Jz~+~*-~~ 
and the first part of the claim follows by (2.3.1). 
As for the second part of the claim, the last part of Proposition 2.3 gives 
As above, this gives 
cl(pr,*(L) . 2(X, i)) = $ b,,LSN-z+mtz+N-p~ 
1=0,--n 
and thus by (3.3.1), 
cl(pr,*(prT(L) . 2(X, i))) = I$*-“~V~~~~wise. 
if pa - n < m < pu 
and the last part of the claim follows by (2.3.2). 
As in [13] we write 
for n < m < 2n and 
for m > 2n. Further, let 
Y -0 m - 
for pa - n < m < pa , 
for n > pa and 
for m < pa - n. 
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It is often fruitful to consider a cycle related to Ramcyc(v), namely 
R, = pr24dV) * ~*(W% 
see Johnson [15]. The degree of this cycle is computed in exactly the same way as 
&c,(v) in Theorem 3.2, in fact it is clear that deg(R,,) is given by the formula 
for &c,(p)) by substituting 
everywhere. Thus 
pa =2n-- l,P,,j =Pj 
d&L) = 
I f  one compares this with the expression defining ynL , one makes the following 
simple observation: 
deg(R,) = yrn - ym+l (3.4) 
It thus follows that yrn 3 y  m+l > 0 whenever n < m < 2n. In fact, suppose 
that Y is a subscheme of PkN x k PkN of codimension r. Then 
cl(Y) = c a&j 
i+j=7 
and all aij 3 0. Namely, let P and Q denote linear subspaces of PkN of codi- 
mensions N - i and N - j, respectively. I f  P and Q are in general position, 
then the cycle 
Y * pry’(P) * pr,r(Q) = Y * (P x Q) 
is defined. Moreover, 
cZ(Y * (P x Q)) = aijsNtN. 
But since locally P x Q is a linear subspace of AtN it follows that each irreducible 
component of Y n (P x Q) occurs with multiplicity 3 0. Hence deg(R,) > 0, 
so the claim follows. 
Using this, we see that if ym = 0, then so is Y+. for r > m. Thus, writing 
7m = (Ln ,a.., rr,,) 
in analogy to [13], page 167, we write 
ch = (3/m , Ym , Ym+l 9-l. 
Theorem 6.4 in [13] may then be sharpened somewhat: 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let m 3 n = dim(X). Then X may be embedded into Pkm via a 
projection from PkN if and only if I’:, = 0. 
4. CRITERION FOR MULTIPLICITY 1 
Let X be a subvariety of P,” which is not a linear space, and let L C P,” be a 
subspace of codimension 2 + I such thatL n X = 0. (Thus, I > n = dim(X).) 
Let p: X -+ Pkz be induced by the projection p,: PkN - L + Pkz with center L. 
We define the secant scheme of p, denoted Sec( p), to be the scheme-theoretic 
intersection (L x P,“) n S(X). The closed points of Sec( p) are all pairs (a, y) 
such that y  E X, a EL and the line 3 joining a and y  either meets S at a point 
s -f y  or lies in the tangent star S,,, to X at y. The first alternative is equivalent 
to saying that p-‘( p(v)) contains a point different from y, If  X is smooth at y, 
the second alternative is equivalent to saying that p is ramified at y. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X, L and p be as above, and let (a, y) E Sec( p). ilssume 
that: 
(a) X is smooth at y, 
(b) a3 n X = {x, y} where x # y  and X is smooth at x, 
Cc) 3Q TX,,, 
(4 3 $ Tx,, . 
Then Set(p) is smooth of dimension 2n - 1 at (a, y) if alld onl?, if the linear 
spaces L, T.Y,Z and Tx3, span PICN. 
Remark 4.2. The condition is equivalent to saying thatp,( T,,,) andp,( T,,,) 
span P,r. Another equivalent condition is that C,(p) (defined as in [33, Sect. I]) 
be smooth at (x, y). (See [33, Proposition 7.21.) 
Criteria of a similar nature may be found in [22]. 
Proof of the theorem. We set S = S(X). Since P,;v xx: PIzN is smooth, 
every irreducible component of Set(p) has dimension 3 2n - 1. Thus, it will 
suffice to show that the dimension of the Zariski tangent space tsec(D),(a,y) is 
2n - 1 if and only if T,,, , T,., and L span Pk:“. To do this, we must study 
t s.(n.d . Let [ E Bl be the unique point such that r(E) = (x, y). Letting 
W = (a E Sb(X) / @(a) is artinian) 
where ;\: ,G- Sb(X) is the restriction of /\, we thus have A([) E W. 
Since x is proper, W is open. Moreover, the induced map 
A,: X-l(W) -+ w 
is proper and quasi-finite, hence finite. (See EGA III 4.4.2.). 
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Since A, is also surjective and unramified at 4 (by (c) and Lemma 2.4.2) and 
since 
WG)) = {4) 
(by (b) and (d)), it follows that 1 is an isomorphism near f  as is easily seen. (See 
for instance the proof of Proposition 6.5 in [13], or the proof of Proposition 3 in 
[29]). Hence 
t 
SblX).A(S) = @%k?i,C) 
so that 
t s,(a,y) = (drr)fl[(dh)R’((dx)c(t~~,~))l, 
where 7 E Bl is the unique point such that ~(7) = (a, y). 
To give an explicit description of this tangent space, we will use an affine 
coordinate system. We first choose homogeneous coordinates (X0: “‘: -XN) on 
P,N such that a = (1: 0: “‘: 0), x = (1: ol: 0: “‘: 0), and y  = (1: /I: 0: “‘: 0), 
where 01 and /3 are distinct nonzero elements of k. We identify ATcN = U, = 
D+(X,) C Pb”. We use the symbol X to denote the affine variety X n AkN, 
and we work with embedded tangent spaces TX,, C TAk~,Z = AkN and Tx,y C 
T A~,21 = A,“. (Note that IL E TX,, , we do not translate these tangent spaces to 
the origin.) We also replace S with S n (AkN x k A,“) and L with L n AkN. 
LEMMA 4.3. The a&e tangent space Ts,(a,2/) C AkN i< k‘ A,ch’ consists of all 
pairs (p)(s, S, t), S) such that s E TX,, , s E TX,, , and t E A,l, where IJX AkN x ri 
AkN x k‘ A,r + AkN is given by 
(Sl ,..., SN ) s, ,...) s, , t) t-+ (t, p; 1 as2 ,...) @; I”“). a a! 
Equivalently, ij we write AkN = Aki x k A:-,, then 
&, s, t) = (t, 6 P(S) - + p(3)) E 4.l x k hN, 
where p: AkN + A;.-, is given by (sl ,..., sN) H (s2 ,..., sN). 
Before proving this lemma, we use it to finish the proof of Theorem 4.1. If  
/1 = F(T~,~ x TX,, x A,l), then /l is the affine span of TX,, and TX,,!, . I f  
(6’) q) E TS,ca,~) , then the lemma implies that 5’ E il. Let 
be the restriction of v. I f  dim(A) = 2n + 1 - 6, then the fibers of 4 have 
dimension 6. We claim that if [’ E il, then there exists a bijective linear map 
y: r,F([‘) + ({[‘I x AkN) n M, where M = Ts,(a,y) . The existence of y  
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implies that dim(M) = 2n + I, and we recover the smoothness of S at (a, y). 
Suppose, further, that L and (1 span an (N - l )-subspace of PLN, so that 
dim(L n .4) = 2n - 2 - 6 + E. Then: 
dim(Tsn(~xa,N),(a.v)) = did@ x W’) n W 
= dim(#-l(L n A)) 
-2n--I+E 
so that smoothness holds if and only if E = 0. This is equivalent to the conclusion 
of Theorem 4.1. 
It remains only to construct y: z@l(t’) - ((5’) x AkN) n M. By the lemma, 
M = {(dt, ?I, 4, 4 I E 6 TX,, 9 rl E Tx,v and T E A,l}. We define r(.$, 7, T) = 
(E’, 7) E (W) x AkN) n M for (6 7, T) E #-l([‘). The surjectivity of y  follows 
easily from the lemma. As for bijectivity, suppose that y(tr , Q , or) = 
~(5, , ?a , re). It is clear that or = ?a , and rr = 7z because r is the first coordinate 
of 6’ = #(t, 7, T). Finally, the formula for g, implies that p(tr) = ~([a). But 
p lTx,% is injective because z$ TX,= . Thus [r = E, . 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Since TK Bl -+ PkN xk P,” is an isomorphism away 
from the diagonal, the morphism X: Bl ---f T and the identification f-l( U,,) z 
U,, x k PIye (where f: T + PkN is the structural morphism) induce a morphism 
whereAisthediagonalinA,N=Ug.Tf~=(x1,...,~N)andx#y=(~~,...,~~), 
then ~(x, y) = (y, z), where x E Pi-r = Proj k[Z, ,..., Z,] has homogeneous 
coordinates (x1 - %r ,..., xN - x~). (Verification of this is routine if one uses 
the description of Bl, C PkN x k U, x k Pi-r given in [ 121, Section 8.) 
Let A, = p-l( V+(Z,)), so that p induces a morphism p: AkN x L AkN - A, + 
AkN x k Ai-, such that 




1 x1 - szl 
We have tangent space maps 
where z = (O,..., 0) E Ak-,, . Then the affine tangent space of ?r(h-l(h(X x X))) 
at (a, y) is 
(TcL(~,~))-~(TcL(,,~I)(Tx,~ x TX,,)). 
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Let zk = (xk - Q/(x1 - &), k = 2,..., IV. The partial derivatives of zk with 






az,/ax, = -(xii - q/(x1 - s1)3 0 0 
az,/ax,=Oif2~jdN~ndj#K 0 0 
&,/ax, = l/(x, - 5q -l/P - 4 -l/P 
az&E1 = (Xk - x,)/(x1 - ,y 0 0 
13x,jaxj = 0 if2 <j < N and j =f k 0 0 
l/P - 4 l/P i3.q$Ek = -l/(x1 - q) 
Thus, we have the Jacobian matrices: 
0 







p ! a ‘N-1 
0 
and 
where I, and I,-, are identity matrices. Using the Jacobian matrices we show 
and 
for 8 E AkN = TA N ~ ,z, 5’ E A,” = TAlchlsn , and 7 E AN = TAk~,y . It follows 
that (T~c,.~))-‘(T~c~.~)(T~,~ x TX,,)) consists of ordered pairs (8’) 7) such that 
PC3 = p ” o1 P(5) - p ” oL f+?) 
for some 5 E T,r,, , and the proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Assume that a generic secant line meets X exactly twice. 
Let L be a linear space of codimension 1 + 1 in PkN such that pyl(L) = L x PkN 
intersects both S = S(X, i) and z = n(X-l( T(X))) properly, and L n X = o . 
Let Y be a component of S n p,‘(L). Then i(PkN x k P,,N, pal. S, Y) = 1 if and 
only if there exists a point (a, y) E Y such that: 
(i) @ n X = (x, v> where .u and y  are distinct simple points of AT (Fj is the < 
line joining a and y); 
(ii) @ e Tx,z and 3 LL Txs, ; 
(iii) L, T,,, , and T,,, span P,“. 
Remark 4.5. We regard L as the center of a projection p: X+Pkz. If  
Ar = 2n + 1 and dim(L) = 0, then p sends -Y + Pr, and there are finitely 
many double points. Specifically, the hypothesis of the corollary implies that 
p;‘(L) n S is finite. The corollary says that the ones which count with multi- 
plicity I are the ones which correspond to double points of X’ = p(X) C PN 
where the tangent spaces to the two branches intersect transversally. 
Proof. Let 5 be the generic point of Y, so that p;l(L) and S correspond to 
prime ideals P and Q m ~ip,~:,ytp,.~,5 . Since P is generated by an flpkNXkPkN,r-se- 
quence, the intersection multiplicity i = i(PkN x E,Pr,N, p;‘(L) S, Y) coincides with 
the multiplicity ep(O,,,) of the ideal p =z (P --I- Q)/Q in the local ring OS,, = 
OPI.~XIPk~,I/Q. (See [34], p.V-26.) Since ep(@,, 4) > e,lL(G”s.i) 3 1, the assumption 
i = I implies that the local ring 6,., has multiplicity 1. Moreover, all of the 
minimal prime ideals in dsjs,< have the same co-height, fl,,< being a localization 
of a finitely generated k-algebra. Therefore, Ifi,7.i is regular. (See [25b], Theorem 
40.6.) 
By what was just said, either of the two statements which are to be proved 
to be equivalent implies that c’s,i is regular. (If(i), (ii), and (iii) hold, the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. implies that Os,(n.v) is regular.) Therefore the ideals P and Q are 
both generated by regular sequences in Bpk~Tkp,~,i and therefore i = l(t”p,~x,p,~~,6/ 
(P + Q)). It follows that i = 1 if and only if < is a smooth point of pal n S. 
If(i), (ii), and (iii) hold, then Theorem 4.1 implies that I-’ is smooth at (a, y) 
and therefore at 5, so that i = 1. Conversely, if i = 1, then the discussion above 
shows that both S and p:‘(L) n S are smooth at 5. Thus, there exists a point 
(a, y) E I’ such that: 
(a) Y is smooth at (a, y) 
(b) if n(t) = (a, y), then A([) E Sb(X) - T(X). 
Note that [ is uniquely determined since L n ,Y = G and therefore (a, y) I$ d. 
Furthermore, @ meets X in only finitely many points. Thus, X(t) E W, where W 
consists of all a E Sb(X) such that X-l(a) is Artinian. As noted in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, A,: k’(W) + W is finite. Moreover, Proposition 2.4 implies that 
A, is birational. Thus, h(t) . is a smooth point of Sb(X) if and only if kl(X([)) 
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consists of exactly one smooth point 6 E Xx- T(X) such that x is unramified 
at b. This implies that @ n X = (x, y>, that a $? T,,, , and that q Q T,,, . 
By Theorem 4.1, the smoothness of S n&(L) at (a, y) implies that L, T,,, 
and T,,, span PkN This completes the proof. 
5. ENUMERATIVE QUESTIONS 
Let XCPkN, L CPkN and p: X-+PI, r be induced by the projection with 
center L, which is in general position. It then follows from Proposition 3.2 that 
Multdp) = pr@eW) C hN 
where Sec( p) C PJcN x Ic PkN is defined in Section 4, and the image is scheme- 
theoretic 
As in the discussion in Section 4, we see that the closed points of Mult(p) 
are all y  E X such that either p-Q(y)) # {y} or S,,, n L = o . 
Recall from Section 3 the definition of the multiple cycle. 
Let 
Multcyc(p) = pr,,(S(X) . (L x PkN)). 
q: Set(p) + PlcN 
denote the restriction of pra . I f  now q is generically finite-to-one, then the 
support of Multcyc(p) is the subscheme (Mult,(p)),,d . The main result of 
this section, Theorem 5.4, is a criterion for the components of Mult,( p) to occur 
with multiplicity 1. Before stating it, we will prove some lemmas about the fibers 
of q. The first one follows immediately from the definitions. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let the assumptions and notation be as above, and let y  E Mult,(p). 
Then there is a bijective correspondence 
P(Y)- fl 
i i 
A C PkN is a line containing v  and meeting L 
such that either (1 n X f {y} or A C Sx,v . I 
LEMMA 5.2. Let X, L, p: X -+ Pkz and q: Set(p) -+ PkN be as above. If  
L x PkN intersects both S(X) and z(X) properly (in PkN xgPkN), then q is 
generically finite-to-one. 
Proof. I f  (a, y) E Set(p), then @ n L = {a} because L n X = O, Thus, 
Lemma 5.1 implies that q-l(y) is infinite if and only if p-‘@(y)) is infinite or 
else there are infinitely many lines il such that y  E il C S,,, and .4 n L # ,B. 
SinceLnX= a,p: X+Pkz is finite and the first alternative is ruled out. 
Thus, if Y is an irreducible component of (L :< P,,N) n S(X) such that 
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dim(q( Y)) < dim(Y), then @ C S,,, for every (a, y) E Y and therefore Y C 
(I, x PRN) n z(X). However, dim S(X) = 2n + 1 and dim z(X) = 2n; our 
assumptions thus imply that dim Y = 2n - 1 and dim(L x PkN) n z(X) = 
2n - 1 - 1. Therefore, the inequality dim q(Y) < dim(Y) is impossible, and 
the lemma is proved. 
LEA’IhLi 5.3. With the assumptions and notation us above, let (a, y) E Set(p) 
and ussume that _Y is smooth at y. Then q-l(q(u, y)) = ((a, y)} if and onb if 
p: X - Pkz is unrumified at y  and p-‘(p(y)) = (x, y}, where x # y, 
Proof. s,., = T,., because -Y is smooth at y. Thus the lemma is an imme- 
diate consequence of Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 7.1 in [33]. 
We now assume that X is a closed subvariety of PkN which is not a linear 
subspace and we let L C PgN be a linear subspace in general position, of codi- 
mension 2 -1. 1, where Z > n = dim(X). (This means that L n X = D and that 
L xI; P,” intersects both S(X) and z(X) properly in PkN xI,PkN.) We thus 
get a finite morphism p: X-t PILz, induced by the projection with center L, 
pr,: Pp,v - I, + P,,‘. 
Let A4r ,..., *III, be the irreducible components of Mult(p), and let h E A(P,N) 
denote the class of a hyperplane. Finally, let b, be the number given in Proposi- 
tion 2.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. There are positive integers v1 ,..., vp such that 
MultcycQ) = Q!ZI + ... + v,M, (*I 
and cl(Multcyc(p)) = C vicl(Aifi) = blhN-2n+z. 
v1 = ... == 11, = 1 if and onZy if there is a dense, open subset U of Mult( p) such 
that for all closed points y  E U, p-Q(y)) = {x, y} where 
(a) s ~= Jj are smooth points of S 
(b) p is unrunzified at s and y  
(c) L, T,,,..? and TX,, span PIcN. 
Proof. Proposition 2.3 implies that 
(In - l)[S(X) _ (L x pkN)] = ?f bip+z--jtj+N-2r+ 
j=Z 
By Lemma 5.2, q is generically finite-to-one, so that there are positive integers 
1’1 )...) I’). ’ such that pr2.+(S(X) . (L x PEN)) = v;M, + ... + v:M, . Therefore 
(*) holds with vi = (m - 1) v;, i = I,..., r. Moreover, vr = ... = vl. = I if 
and only if the following three statements hold: 
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(4 m = 2, 
(6) the components of S(X) . (L x PkN) all occur with multiplicity 1, 
(y) 4: Set(p) + Pk:N is generically injective and generically unramified. 
We assume henceforth that m = 2. Then @) holds if and only if there is a 
dense open subset of Set(p) consisting of points (a, y) which satisfy statements 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of Corollary 4.4. Let (a, y) be a point of this dense open subset, 
and let uy n X = (x, y>, where x # y. We claim that Q is unramified at (a, y) 
if and only if p is unramified at x. This claim, Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 4.4 
imply that (01)~ (p), and (y) are equivalent to the last statement of Theorem 5.4. 
Thus, it remains only to verify the claim. 
To do this, we use the fact that (a, y) is a smooth point of Set(p) and apply 
Lemma 4.3 to describe the tangent space Tsec(0),(n,y) . We use the same notation 
as in Lemma 4.3 and again work in AkN x k A,” instead of P&l” < /; P,“‘. Thus, 
T sec(g),(a,l/) C AkN x B AliN consists of all pairs (~(s, S, t), S) such that s E 1’,,, , 
~ET~,~, tEA,i, and ~(s, S, t) EL. The tangent space map associated to 
pra: A,cN x ,; A,” + A,>+’ . IS again projection to the second factor. Hence, y  is 
unramified at (a, y) if and only if there is only one point of the form (p)(s, y, t), y) 
in Tsec(n),(n.u) 9 or equivalently there is only one point of the form ~(s, ~3, t) in 
L n dTx,z x (y]. :< A,‘). (We have taken s = y  because y  E Z’r,,, C A,” 
corresponds to the origin in the Zariski tangent space tx,v .) It follows from the 
definition of p? that cp(T,., x {y} i; A,l) is the affine span of T,,,. and @ >~ 5. 
Since uy g T,., ((a, y) satisfies (ii) of Corollary 4.4) and X is smooth at x, this 
span is of dimension n + 1. It meets L in a single point if and only if I, n T,,,. _ 
D , or equivalently, p is unramified at x. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let S be an irreducible n-dimensional subaariety of Pi.“+i. 
Let P be a closed point of P,N such that P $ S,Y,,z for all x E X and only jinitely 
many secant lines of X contain P. Then the number of secant lines containing P is 
exactly b,, if and only if: 
(i) no line containing P meets X in three points, and 
(ii) ; f  P E q where x E X and y  E X, then I’,., and T,,, span P&” ‘I. 
Remark 5.6. Let char(k) = 0, and consider the general situation of Theorem 
5.4. One can show that if L is generic, then (a), (b), and (c) hold, so that the 
components of Multcyc( p) all occur with multiplicity 1. In fact, the main point 
is to prove (c), which is equivalent to the smoothness of a dense open subset of 
C,(p). To do this, one first uses the methods of Section 8 of [33] to show that 
&(@) (where @: X x Ic P,” + PJcz xI,PkM with M = (I+ I)(N 4- I) - 1) is 
smooth at points (x, y, a) such that Xis smooth at both x andy. (No assumption 
on the embedding is needed.) Having that, we apply Theorem 2.9 of [33] to 
the morphism &(@) - PRM to get the smoothness of x3(p). In the situation of 
Corollary 5.5 we recover a result ofPeters and Simonis [27]. Another consequence 
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is that if char(k) = 0 and X CPkN is a nonsingular variety such that T,,, 
and T x,1/ span a subspace of dimension < 1 whenever x and y  are distinct closed 
points of X, then there is a projectionp: X + Pkz which maps X isomorphically 
onto its image. 
Remark 5.7. In the case char(k) = 0, one can also use methods that involve 
group actions on Grassmannians to prove that Sec( p) has a large smooth locus if 
p is a generic projection. (See [17], Chapter V, Section D for details, especially 
the discussion following equation (V, 82).) 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let X be an irreducible n-dimensional subvariety of PkN, 
and let n +- 1 < 1 ,< 2n. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) 0, = ... =b,,=O. 
(ii) b, = 0. 
(iii) There exists a linear subspace L C PkiV of codimension I+ 1 such that 
L n S,,, = ,G for all x E X and p = p, lx: A’+ Pz is injective. 
Proof. The results of [13] imply that (i) and (iii) are equivalent. Thus, we 
only need to prove that (ii) implies (iii). The argument for this is related to the 
proof of Theorem 3.5: We assume that 6, = 0. Let L be a linear subspace of 
codimension If 1 in PN such that L n X = o and L x PN intersects both 
S(X) and z(X) properly. Theorem 5.4 then implies that Mult(p) = a, which 
completes the proof. 
6. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF THE RAMIFICATION SCHEME 
Let X be a closed subvariety of PkN and let Z(X) C PkN x K PkN be defined as 
in Section 3. It follows from the results of Section 5 of [13] that Z(X) consists of 
pairs (a, x) such that x E X and a E T,,, . Thus, Z(X) is defined set-theoretically 
by the relations: 
F(x, ,..., x,&r) = 0 and to a, g = 0, (*)F 
where x = (x,-, ,..., xN) E PkN, a = (a,, ,..., a,) E PRN, and F ranges through all 
homogeneous elements in the defining ideal of X C Pv. 
LEMMA 6.1. Z(X)CPRN x k PhN is dejked ideal-theoretically by the relations 
(*)F (as F ranges through the homogeneous elements in the defining ideal of X C P,“) 
in the neighbourhood of any point (a, x) such that either X is smooth at x or a # x. 
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Proof. Over the smooth locus of X, Z is fibred by n-spaces (n = dim(X)) and 
is a nonsingular variety. The variety defined by the relations (*)F has the same 
properties. 
To study the off-diagonal points, we consider the case x E U,, = 0+(X0) = 
Spec k[X, ,..., X,]. The relations in question are then: 
f  (Xl ,..., XN) = 0 and il (a, - x,4 g = 0, (*If 
*v 
where f  now ranges through the defining ideal of X n U,, . We write Pi-’ = 
Proj K[Z, ,..., Z,] and observe that P(Qi,,) is defined in U0 x Pi-’ by the 
relations 
(**)f 
where f  ranges through the defining ideal of X n 77, . Then h-l(P(Q~,J) n 
7+(PkN x k’ U,) is isomorphic to the subscheme of PkN x li Us x k Pr-r given 
ideal-theoretically by the relations (**)f and the additional relations 
X,(U” - x,uo) = sz,(U~ - x&J, I<i<V<N. (***I 
(To check this one observes, as in Section 8 of [12] that Bl, = rpl(Pk” x lr U,) is 
isomorphic to the subscheme of PkN xk U,, xiPiel given by the relations 
(*a*) and that our relations give a fibering over P(Q&) by projective lines.) 
In a neighbourhood of any point of Bl, not lying on the exceptional locus 
TCBI, there will then be value of i such that zV/.zi and (a, - x,u,)/(ui - .~~a,), 
v, p E {l,..., N} - {i} can be used as affine coordinates. Working in such 
neighbourhoods, one checks easily that Z(X) n (PkN xIc U,J is defined by 
the relations (*)f , thus completing the proof. 
Let L be an (N - 2 - 1)-subspace of PkN such that L n S = I and let 
p: X -+ Pkz be induced by projection from L. We define the rami$cation scheme 
Z(p) to be pr,((L x li PliN) n Z(X)) C PkN. 
Thus, Z(p),,, is the ramification locus Ram(p), by Proposition 3.1. On the 
other hand, we can form the sheaf of relative differentials sZiippl and consider the 
subschemes S,(p) C X, i > 1, defined by the sheaves of Fitting ideals 
di--l(.Q~,p~~) C 0,. (See Section 2 of [33].) I p t n ar icu ar, x E S,(p) if and only if 1 
dim,&&,r.k~(x) > i. Hence S,(p) a 1 so measures ramification. In Proposition 6.2 
and Theorem 6.4 we will see how closely related Z(p) and S,(p) are. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Z(phd = (&(P))*~~ . 
Proof. Since Z(X) = ((a, x) 1 a E T,,,}, it follows that x E Ram(p) = 
pr,((L x PkN) n Z(X)) if and only if x E X and L n TX,, # G. On the other 
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hand, Lemma 6.3 below shows that x E S,(p) if and only if L n T,,, # a. 
Thus, x E S,(p) if and only if x E Z(p) so that the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let X, L and p: X--f Pkz be ok above. Let x E X be a closed 
point, let y  = p(x) E Pkz, and let p: m,/m,2 + m,/mz2 be induced by p*: ~9~; y  + 
0 x,z . The following statements are equivalent (for afly i > 0). 
(a) dim,(Coker (p)) > i. 
(b) x E S,(P). 
(c) dim(L n T,,,) > i - 1. 
(4 dim(pdTx,d G dim(Tx,,) - i. 
This lemma is proved by the methods used to prove Proposition 7.1 of [33]; 
only a few subscripts need to be changed. The hypothesis of nonsingularity 
used there does not simplify anything. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let x be a point of S,(p) - S,(p). Then the schemes S,(p) 
and Z(p) coincide in a neighbourhood of x. 
Proof. We choose homogeneous coordinates on PIcN SO that x = (I, O,..., 0) 
and L is the subspace X,, = ... = dYl = 0. Let fi ,..., fr E h[Xr ,..., ,T;NJ generate 
the defining ideal of U, n X, so that Y > N - n 3 N - I. We claim that the 
defining ideal of Us n &(p) is generated by the (N - I) x (AJ - Z) sub- 
determinants of the Y  x (N - I) matrix (3fJaxj) (where 1 < i < Y and 1 -1 1 < 
i < N); more generally, the defining ideal of U,, n S,(p) is generated by the 
(N - I - v  + 1) x (N - I - v  + 1) subdeterminants. In fact, p, luO: U,,- 
D+(X,J C Pi, is fibred by afhne (N - Q-spaces, so that J’&,N-~,~ 1 is locahy free 
and one can calculate the 0th. Fitting-ideal dO(Qi,p,~) by using the’exact sequence 
where I C &b~ is the defining sheaf of ideals of X and 
S(f mod 12) = df @ 1 = f  ($Sxj)(dt, @ 1). 
j=z+1 
It is now easy to use standard properties of Fitting ideals (see [33], Section 2) 
to check our claim. (Also see the proof of Theorem 2 of [30] for a similar 
argument.) 
On the other hand, we can write Pr-‘-r = Proj k[T,+, ,..., TN], so that 
(L x lJ,,> n Z(X) is isomorphic to the subscheme of Pj2-‘-r X, U, defined by 
fi(X1 ,...) XN) = 0 and 2 (afi/axj) Tj = 0, i = I,..., Y. 
j-1+1 
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(It is pertinent to recall here that L n X = D, so that we are considering off- 
diagonal points when we apply Lemma 6.1.) Since x E S,(p) - S,(p), it foIlows 
that there exists an affine open neighbourhood Spec(A) = Uof x such that some 
(N - I - 1) x (N - I - 1) subdeterminant of the matrix (a&/&) is invertible 
in A. Therefore the conclusion is a consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let A be a commutative ring with identity. Let m < r, let aij E A, 
1 < i < Y, 1 <j < m, and assume that some (m - 1) x (m - 1) subdeterminant 
of the matrix M = (aii) is invertible in A. Let the closed subscheme Z C P’J-’ = 
Proj A[T, ,..., T,] correspond to the (graded) ideal I generated by the linear forms 
Hi = Cy=, aijTj , i = I,..., r. If v: P’J-’ --f Spec(A) is the structural map, then 
v(Z) C Spec(A) is the closed subscheme corresponding to the ideal J C A generated 
by the m x m subdeterminants of M. 
Proof. Replacing the given forms by linear combinations which generate I 
will not change the ideal JC A. Hence, we may renumber the variables and 
assume that 
Hi = Ti + +,,T, , i = l,..., m - 1, 
Hi = ainlTm , 2 = m,..., r. 
It follows that a mm 1..-> arm generate J. It is also clear that Z is isomorphic to the 
closed subscheme of Proj A[T,,] corresponding to the (graded) ideal generated 
bya T mm m ,***, armTn, . Since Proj A[T,] z Spec A, this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 6.6, Let X, L and p: ,Y+ PkE be as above, and assume that 
L x PkN intersects Z(X) properly. Then 
Moreover, 
cl(Ramcyc(p)) = i ba,lhz’N--Pz. 
lY=O 
Ramcyc(p) = 5 ViWi 
i=l 
where W, ,..., W, are irreducible subvarieties of Ram(p). An irreducible component 
of R of Ram(p) occurs among the W’s if and only if some irreducible component Y of 
(L x PkN). Z(X) is mapped onto R and is of the same dimension as R. 
Proof. We recall that 
Ramcyc(p) = pra*((L x PkN) . Z(X)) 
and show, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 that 
cI(pr,,(L x PkN) - Z(X)) = C b,,&zfN-Pn 
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The other statements follow easily from the fact that set-theoretically 
pr,((L x PkN) n Z(X)) = Ram(p), 
and the definition of pr,,: A(PB” >( k: Pk”) -+ A(P,“). 
Remark 6.7. It is possible to have (WI ,..., W,J : ;z even if Ram(p) # D 
In other words, Ramcyc(p) 2: pr,,((L x b P,“) . Z(X)) may vanish even when 
there is ramification. As an example, consider ‘p: P,l + Pk4, where ~(s, t) = 
(s’, s3t4, s2t5, st6, t'), and let -Y - y(Pkl) C Pk4. The only singular point of S is 
x,, = (1: 0: 0: 0: 0), and Tx,,O = PR4. Hence Z(9),,, = 2, u Zr , where 2, is 
the closure of lJzEX--+ Tx,m x (~1 and 2, = Pk4 x I; {.t,,j.. Therefore 
cl(Z(X)) = b&t3 + b&t4 f  brat” 
in d(P,’ x kPk4), where b,, is the length of the Artinian local ring Qz(x),z, , 
x1 being the generic point of 2, . Let L be a line in Pti4 such that L n X = @ 
and L x Iz PJLN intersects Z(X) properly, and let p: S - PrJ2 be projection from 
L. Then (L x li PLN) n Z, = D , so that L n Tx,e = D when J =f x0 . However, 
L C TX,, so that Ram(p) = (.~a). Finally, we observe that (L x 6 P,M) Z(X) = 
b,,s3b4 so’that pr,,((L xl; Pk”) . Z(X)) = 0. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let q: (L x k: P,“) n Z(AJ + Pk” be induced by pr2: P,” >cli 
PkJv + PI,“, and let x be a closed point of Ram(p). Then qpl(x)red is isomorphic 
to a projective space, and dim q-*(x) = i - I if and on/$ if x E S,(p) - S,+,(p). 
Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.3 and the basic 
properties of Z(X). 
Remark 6.9. Let X, L andp: S---f P,’ satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 6.6. 
If  R is an irreducible component of Ram(p) such that R C S,(p) - S,(p), 
then R E [WI ,..., IV,}, i.e. R occurs with nonzero multiplicity in 
pr,*((L x fi PI;~V) . Z(X)). 
(One can check this assertion easily by using lemma 6.8 and Corollary 6.6.) 
However, it is not obvious whether or not the converse holds. In fact, if 
R C S’,(p), then dim q-l(R) > dim (R), but it is still conceivable that there is an 
irreducible component Z,(X) of Z(X) and an irreducible component Y of 
(L i( PkN) n Z,(X) such that pr,(Y) = R .and dim (Y) = dim (R). 
As usuaf, whenever Z C P,” is a closed subscheme, then the cycle associated 
to Z is denoted by 
cyc(Z) :xr vlzl + “. + VJ, 
where Z, ,..., Z, are the irreducible components of Z and I)! is the length of the 
artinian local ring 0, I ’ 1 , zi being the generic point of Zj . 
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Let b,, be the number given by Proposition 2.3. Then we have the 
COROLLARY 6.10 ([30], Lemma 2, Theorem 2, and Corollary 1). Let X be 
an irreducible, smooth closed subvariety of PkN, and assume that L n X = o 
and that (L x PkN) . Z(X) is defined. Then 
cyc(Ram(p)) = Ramcyc(p), 
cl( Ramcyc( p)) = b,JFz~+Z+l 
Proof. Since X is smooth and L x PkN intersects Z(X) properly, every 
irreducible component of (L x PkN) n Z(X) has dimension 2n - E - 1. 
Moreover, Proposition 2.8 of [33] ’ pl rm ies that every irreducible component of 
Ram(p) = SI(p)red has dimension 2 2n - I- I. These facts and Lemma 6.8 
imply that there are unique irreducible components Yr ,..., Y, of (L x PkN) n 
Z(X) such that dim(Yj) = Rj and pr,(Y,) = Rj , j = l,..., K. Hence there are 
positive integers vr ,..., Ye such that pr,((L x k PkN) . Z(X)) = vlR, + ... + 
v,R,. Moreover Ri e S,(p) forj = l,..., K. Therefore the claim now follows by 
Theorem 6.4, Lemma 6.5, and the definition of S,(p), together with Proposi- 
tion 2.3. 
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